Abstract

Lexis can be defined as the vocabulary of a language in contrast to its grammar. In the English language class, greater emphasis has always been placed on grammar. The finer points of language involving lexical items like homophones which require higher order thinking are not usually exploited.

The researcher has chosen to do a study of the use of homophones among upper secondary Malay students, specifically the ability of these students to understand and distinguish homophones lexically and semantically. In this study only 20 pairs of homophones have been tested. They were chosen randomly based on the lexical items in the curriculum specifications taught to the upper secondary Malay students of Sekolah Menengah Taman Medan, Petaling Jaya. Some of the objectives of this study are to identify the homophones which are correctly and incorrectly used by these students, to obtain quantitative data vis-a-vis the former, to establish the level of difficulty of the various homophones tested, to categorize the types of errors and to identify the causes of these errors. The Error Analysis framework was used to analyse these errors in tandem with Semantic Theories.

From the four tests administered, it is possible to discern that most of these students do not understand these homophones or their correct usage in a given context. Thus, they are generally ignorant of the existence of such finer elements of the language. There is also obviously a lack of exposure to such words,
Most of the errors recorded were intralingual errors. Many of the homophone errors were local or global errors that rendered the erroneous sentences nonsensical, awkward and totally distorted in meaning.

It can be concluded that homophones are definitely difficult language items for many of the Malay students in this research. Therefore, English language teachers need to emphasize the meaning, form and function of lexical items such as homophones.